Overview

- The ICC administers a series of model codes that state/local communities may adopt.
- ICC committees consider proposals to revise codes once every three years.
- Three NCHH proposals were accepted for review at the 2016 Hearings in Louisville, KY (April 17-27).
Proposal: ADM78-16

Proposal would require contractor to include firm’s RRP certificate in construction documentation if work (repair, alternation or addition) will be covered by the EPA rule.

Codes covered: IBC, IEBC, and IRC

Hearing before Admin Committee (Apr 17-18) and IRC Committee (Apr 20-21)
Proposal: ADM85-16

Proposal would require contractor to have applicable records on-site (including RRP certificate) for review by code official.

Codes covered: IBC, IEBC, and IRC.

Hearing before Admin Committee (Apr 17-18) and IRC Committee (Apr 20-21)
CO Alarm Proposal

- Proposal: PM7-16
- Proposal would add CO Alarm requirements from IFC and IRC to IPMC
- Codes covered: IPMC
- Hearing before IFC Committee (Apr 17)
Outlook

- Most proposals are NOT accepted
- Support from other code officials helps
  - DO YOU KNOW AN OFFICIAL WHO WILL BE ATTENDING NEXT WEEK’S HEARINGS?
  - PROPONENTS (and OPPONENTS) CAN HAVE MULTIPLE ADVOCATES
- IF INTERESTED, HAVE THEM CONTACT ME FOR DETAILS